‘Tis a Mystery: People who are More Physically Fit have Better Executive Functions, but Most Physical Activity Interventions have Failed to Produce Benefits to Executive Functions
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We completed a comprehensive systematic review of studies of all the different approaches (improving executive functions (EFs) across all ages (including 68 physical-activity interventions). EFs include abilities like selective attention, self-control, reasoning, and problem-solving. All studies evaluated had ≥ 1 objective behavioral EF measure besides the trained task, had a control group, and were not correlational.

Possibility #1
Many aerobic exercise (AE) and resistance-training studies have found brain changes. Brain changes can precede observable cognitive changes by years. Perhaps studies have not followed participants long enough to observe cognitive benefits.

Possibility #2
Perhaps the correlations between better physical fitness and better grades and EFs are not due to exercise producing cognitive benefits. After all, improvements in aerobic capacity are uncorrelated with cognitive improvements.

Causality might go in the opposite direction. Better EFs (e.g., self-discipline) may be needed to maintain a regular exercise regiment.

A third factor, like athletes eating or sleeping better, might be the causal agent.

Possibility #3
Perhaps AE and resistance-training interventions have produced minimal EF benefits because of the content. Emotional investment may be key to whether an activity improves EFs.

Training decontextualized skills, like running on a treadmill or practicing dribbling but never playing basketball, is unlikely to engender deep personal commitment.

Possibility #4
Since stress impairs EFs and AE reduces stress, perhaps if AE interventions focused on highly stressed individuals, they might find more EF benefits.